
CUMBERLAND COUNTY SCHOOLS
Academic Services

2465 Gillespie Street
Fayetteville, NC 28306

Addendum 1: Data Dashboard System Bid: 173-22008

The purpose of this addendum is to provide an update to the following items. The following sections have
been updated and no longer apply to the Request for Proposal (RFP). Please see below.

1.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY SCHOOLS
Request for Proposals

Academic Services
810 Gillespie Street

Fayetteville, NC 28306
Refer all inquiries to Priscilla Nance

Email: priscillanance@ccs.k12.nc.us

See Bid Questions on pg. 20.

Item: Data Dashboard System
Bid Number:  173-22008
Source of Funds:  Budgeted Funds and Federal Grants

DUE DATE FOR PROPOSAL: 12:00 pm (ET) May 20, 2021--The due date has been extended

2. XII. Timeline

Date Action Steps

April 29 RFP posted to the District Website and sent to identified vendors. Proposals must
be mailed. See above for mailing details.

May 10 All inquiries regarding the RFP are due by 12:00 pm via email to Priscilla Nance.

May 14 All District responses to questions will be available by 4:00 pm.

May 17 Written Proposals are due by 12:00 PM.

May 17 20 May
20-24

Finalists are notified after receipt between May 20-24 and may be invited to
present materials and samples to a task force.

May19-20 May
24-25

Possible Finalist Presentations
Selected finalists are requested to complete a brief online presentation as part of
the finalist selection. We would like to see not only the solution but how the
professional development would be presented to teachers.
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3. A3.

Written Proposals should be mailed and must be received by May 20, 2021, at 12:00 pm
Finalist Presentations and sample PD are scheduled for May 24 and 25, 2021.

4. VII. Required Credentials
Bidder must provide detailed information about its credentials to include:

- Biographical information for bidder/company and leadership team including
credentials and experience implementing large-scale data systems.

5. A. OFFICIAL BID PRICE SHEET
1. Examples include item bank items, reporting modules, online assessment modules,

etc.--Modified

IX. Insurance:
5. Sexual Abuse and Molestation Liability: Limit no less than $1,000,000 per occurrence or claim,
$2,000,000 aggregate.  If claims are made, retro dates should be provided.--Modified
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Addendum: Data Dashboard System Bid: 173-22008

The purpose of this addendum is to answer questions submitted to provide clarification throughout

sections to the RFP: Data  Dashboard  System.

Number                            Question Response

1 Can companies from outside the USA apply
for this?

Yes, CCS will accept proposals from companies outside of the
United States provided they meet all of the requirements of the
Request for Proposal.

2. Do we need to come over there for
meetings?

You will not be required to come for the presentation. We will
conduct scheduled virtual sessions on this day.

3. Can we submit the proposals via email? Please see Section III. Invitation to Submit Proposal on page 4. Since
this is considered a “Sealed Bid” submittal must be through hard copy
only.

4. Do we need to register anywhere in order to
submit a proposal for this project? No, registration prior to submission is not required. See Section III.

Invitation to Submit Proposal, pg. 4, on how to submit.

5. If presentations are on May 19 & 20, when
will the selected vendor be notified of the
award?

What date will the contract be signed? What
are the anticipated dates of the resulting
contract for the awarded vendor?

What are the anticipated dates of the
resulting contract for the awarded vendor?

The final decision regarding selection will be made at the end of June.
Work would begin after July 1.

6. What is the budget for the program? I am unable to provide information on the allotted budget for this
work.

7. What is the anticipated “go live”
implementation date? Fall 2021

8. Has the District seen presentations from
another vendor? If so, which one(s)?

I'm unable to provide that information. However, anyone who
decides to submit a proposal is welcomed to do so.

9. Is there an incumbent? If so, which vendor
and solution?

We do not currently have a data warehouse or system that gathers
and incorporates all of our data sets.
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10. How does the District meet this need
currently? What solution is the District
currently using to fulfill this need?

None, we have multiple data sources we pull from. We would like one
collective system.

11. I’m not sure this is considered an official
question but since it pertains to the RFP I
have set it up as a formal question just in case.

Item: Data Dashboard System
Bid Number:  173-22008

Are there any waivers of portions of the
insurance waiver?

Yes, please see Addendum I.

12. We currently have a $1 million E&O policy
and an additional $1 million Umbrella policy
on top of all our insurance policies.  Can that
be used to make up the required $2 million
E&O requirements?

If not, can COI be deferred until after Notice
of Award?

This will suffice as long as the Umbrella COI is provided as well.

13. Can you give us a sample snapshot of some
data present in the system?

Can you explain the type(s) of data present in
the system?

Can you give us the data sources present in
the system?

Can you provide us the volume of the data
that needs to be migrated and updated during
the project?

Currently, there is not a system. Our district has a Student
Information Powerschool. We would like to incorporate data from
our universal screener.    Suspensions, attendance, testing, and
interim assessments are the baseline sets we would like to begin
with.

14. Are you comfortable with working in Power
BI/tableau / Google Data Studio?

CCS teachers and staff are using a wide variety of tools.

15. Can you confirm if you are comfortable with
data warehousing tools such as Microsoft
Azure or Snowflake?

CCS teachers and staff are using a wide variety of tools.

16. Are you comfortable for teams to work
offshore or do you expect them to be onsite?

Yes, we just ask for companies to be available to provide
troubleshooting or customer service support.

17. Would you provide us the access to infra or
do you want us to procure the infra?

Infrastructure in this case would mean the hardware needed to run
the data warehouse, basically a server or group of servers that would
house the data warehouse application. The vendor would need to
provide the infrastructure.
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18. The district’s plan to take a phased approach
to the data warehouse implementation
beginning with student demographic,
academic, and assessment data.

○ Is there more information
to share about additional
phases, or what timing
Cumberland County is
expecting for future
phases?

The live implementation date will take place in  Fall 2021.

19. Is CCS interested in measuring
social-emotional learning as part of the data
dashboard system?

Yes

20. In light of school closures across the country
and implications of the COVID-19 global
pandemic, would Cumberland County accept
digital signatures?

Yes, a digital signature is acceptable if it can be imprinted in the bid
document.

21. Does CCS have existing SEL data that they
want integrated into the data dashboard
system?

Yes, we have behavior data provided from our SIS and other external
programs.

22. What data does the district gather with
Success Maker? Is this benchmark data or
progress monitoring information?

We gather data from this program to view student progress,
baseline, and assessment data. This is a progress monitoring tool that
is used to measure Math K-8 and Reading 3-8.

23. How is CCS planning to share the
clarifications for the “Data Dashboard RFP”?

We will share any clarifications through this posted Addendum.

24. In section VII. Required Credentials (Page
22): "Licensing status with the state of North
Carolina and Board of Education":

Is it required that all applications must be
licensed in the state of North Carolina to
submit a proposal?

No, however, you may provide any licensing you have with any other
boards that may be helpful with our review.

25. For “504 plans and information,” do you need
us to load plan documents? Or would you like
to create the plans in our solution? (see page
7, section 101 of the table)

Both would be useful if available. We already have a system used by
the state in which plans are currently entered.
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26. Please clarify if you are asking for the vendor
to generate predictability values or if the data
is generated elsewhere and data should be
loaded to the proposed data system? (see
page 11, section 109 of the table

We would like data to be loaded into the proposed data system.

27. Please clarify how this requirement should
relate to the capabilities of a data dashboard
solution: “Includes the ability for teachers to
collaborate and share customized
assessments with colleagues.” (as seen on
page 11, section 110 of the table)

Customized Assessment Reports provide options to enhance results
with additional analyses, graphics, and interpretative text discussing
scores in relationship to particular goals and objectives.

28. Please clarify how this requirement should
relate to the capabilities of a data dashboard
solution: “The solution should have Learning
Tools Interoperability (LTI) capabilities” (as
seen on page 13, section 300.f of the table)

This refers to third party program data and sources (ie: Canvas)

29. Please describe a “briefing book” (as seen on
page 10, section 106 of the table)

A briefing book is a collection of static or updatable snapshots of
dashboard pages and individual analyses.

30. Please clarify how this requirement should
relate to the capabilities of a data dashboard
solution: “Please list the progress monitoring
tools and services of your data program.” (as
seen on page 11, section 110)

This is referring to any progress monitoring tools your program may
offer to track data.
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